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Abstract 9 
Several pneumatic grippers with accelerometers attached to their fingers have been developed 10 
and tested. The first gripper is able to classify the hardness of different cylinders, estimate the 11 
pneumatic pressure, monitor the position and speed of the gripper fingers, and study the 12 
phases of the action of grasping and the influence of the relative position between the gripper 13 
and the cylinders. The other grippers manipulate and assess the firmness of eggplants and 14 
mangoes. To achieve a gentle manipulation, the grippers employ fingers with several degrees 15 
of freedom in different configurations and have a membrane filled with a fluid that allows 16 
their hardness to be controlled by means of the jamming transition of the granular fluid inside 17 
it. To assess the firmness of eggplants and mangoes and avoid the influence of the relative 18 
position between product and gripper, the firmness is estimated while the products are being 19 
held by the fingers. Better performance of the accelerometers is achieved when the finger 20 
employs the granular fluid. The article presents methods for designing grippers capable of 21 
assessing the firmness of irregular products with accelerometers. At the same time, it also 22 
studies the possibilities that accelerometers, attached to different pneumatic robot gripper 23 
fingers, offer as tactile sensors.  24 
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1. Introduction 27 
Human hands are capable of carefully manipulating products of different shapes at high speed 28 
and classifying them according to the response of their internal tactile sensors. Human 29 
manipulation is widely used for the packaging of horticulture products. The introduction of 30 
industrial robotics into the primary packaging of food has a huge potential [1,2]. To meet this 31 
challenge, robot grippers have to improve their capability to handle irregular products and 32 
incorporate reliable and robust tactile sensors. 33 
For a gripper, handling irregular products with varying shapes is a challenging task and more 34 
so if the products are sensitive, like some fruits or vegetables. Different approaches have been 35 
followed in an attempt to achieve the necessary dexterity. Robotic hands seek to come close 36 
to the degrees of freedom of the human hand with complex mechanisms, sensors and control 37 
systems. In general, they are too complex and cannot achieve the necessary speed, reliability 38 
and cost to accomplish the industrial requirements [3]. Grippers with simple mechanisms and 39 
controls are required. Underactuated mechanisms reduce the number of actuators without 40 
reducing the degrees of freedom of gripper fingers, and increase the grasping dexterity to 41 
adapt to different product shapes [4]. Underactuation can be used to develop robot hands [5] 42 
even in some industrial applications [6]. The design of underactuated mechanisms requires a 43 
large amount of arduous work to find the best solution [7], their behavior is nonlinear and 44 
specific algorithms are necessary to estimate their contact forces [8]. 45 
Compliant fingers or gripper mechanisms help the gripper to grasp irregular products. A 46 
distributed compliant gripper made of silicone allows adaptation to products with varying 47 
shapes and surfaces [9]. In robotic hands, some developments can be found with a fully 48 
compliant robot hand [10], with a concentrated compliant in the fingers of an underactuated 49 
robot hand [11] or a robot hand with a compliant actuator [12]. Some authors [13] tested 50 
fingers covered with a membrane with inflatable rubber pockets. If a membrane is filled with 51 
granular material, the pad easily adapts to the product shapes. The control of the inside 52 
pressure of an elastic membrane filled with granular materials has been used to adjust its 53 
stiffness by means of the jamming transition. This property has great potential in robotics for 54 
developing robot grippers [14], for example, with this technology it is possible to develop a 55 
universal gripper [15]. The jamming transition can be used for the control of stiffness in the 56 
fingers of parallel grippers [16, 17]. 57 
In robotics, a tactile sensor is “a device or system that can measure a given property of an 58 
object or contact event through physical contact between the sensor and the object” [18]. 59 
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Tactile sensors for robot grippers can be intrinsic when the sensor does not need to be in 60 
direct contact, and extrinsic when the sensor does need to be in contact [19]. Since intrinsic 61 
sensors are not in direct contact with the product, this can affect the quality of the signals 62 
received. But intrinsic sensors can be embedded away from the risk of damage from direct 63 
contact and it is not necessary to use an array of sensors, which simplifies installation and 64 
control. Despite these advantages most of them are extrinsic. Conductive silicone rubber has 65 
been used as an intrinsic sensor in compliant joints [20] and has been embedded in a 66 
compliant gripper [21] to detect the presence of objects with different sizes and orientations. 67 
This material has high hysteresis but its behavior can be predicted with an adaptive neuro-68 
fuzzy inference system [22]. Another possibility is the use of micro-electro-mechanical 69 
devices with low hysteresis and quasilinear behavior as intrinsic sensors. Load cells in 70 
continuum robots allow force sensing to evaluate product softness [23]. A tri-axial 71 
accelerometer fitted to a probe that slides over several surfaces [24] is used as a texture 72 
perception sensor. A similar solution has also been implemented in a humanoid robot [25]. 73 
Accelerometers, in a pneumatic gripper, can monitor the instant in which the contact occurs 74 
and may be combined with a force sensor to regulate the grasping force [26]. Intrinsic sensors 75 
are able to sort fruits by means of an online algorithm analyzing the current of an electric 76 
motor gripper [27]. IR phototransistors and a small three-axis force [28] were used to develop 77 
an embedded flexure and force sensor. Some extrinsic tactile sensors can evaluate product 78 
hardness by using a piezoelectric transducer [29] in combination with a pressure sensor [30]. 79 
[31] have developed a flexible tactile sensor with piezoresistive rubber to classify rigid and 80 
deformable objects. Between intrinsic and extrinsic sensors, product hardness has also been 81 
evaluated with a quasi-static intrinsic sensor that measures sensor displacement, while the 82 
internal sensor chamber is deformed under pneumatic [32] or magnetic actuation [33]. 83 
Piezoresistive sensors placed on the fingers allow tomatoes and peppers to be classified 84 
according to their ripeness [34]. 85 
The purpose of this research is to study the information that accelerometers attached to the 86 
fingers of grippers can provide as tactile sensors and the potential use of this technique in 87 
industrial pick-and-place robot processes. The grippers use accelerometers to identify the 88 
phases of the actions they perform while grasping an object and several methods are proposed 89 
for measuring the hardness of the grasped products. Hardness is estimated by processing 90 
deceleration time during the grasping action, by the severity of the deceleration at the first 91 
product/finger contact, and by the highest deceleration peak. These methods can be 92 
extrapolated to other prehensile grippers. 93 
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In common robotic primary packaging processes, robots pick products up from a conveyor 94 
belt. Product shape and orientation are defined by computer vision, and product position is 95 
coordinated with a conveyor belt tracking system. Even though there is an error in product 96 
positioning, the robot gripper should be able to grasp and sense products despite these 97 
inaccuracies. A specific robot gripper operation is developed taking these inaccuracies into 98 
account. The gripper prototypes have been tested to estimate the firmness of eggplants and 99 
mango fruits. In order to improve the gripper’s capabilities for grasping products with 100 
different shapes, they have fingers with underactuated motion or fingers with pads filled with 101 
a granular material capable of jamming transition. All the grippers have been tested on an 102 
ABB IRB 340 robot. 103 
 104 
2. Embedded accelerometers in an angular gripper 105 
Pneumatic gripper I is a prototype angular gripper designed for handling products with 106 
cylindrical shapes. It was designed for robotic pick-and-place processes. The gripper’s fingers 107 
are made of Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) plastic, and finger A is 108 
underactuated because it is connected by two standard plastic ball sockets and can rotate 109 
around an inclined vertical axis. The gripper actuator is a standard pneumatic aluminum 110 
cylinder. An electro-valve controls the open-and-close actions of the fingers. Two adjustable 111 
flow-rate valves allow manual regulation of the velocity of the gripper fingers. 112 
 113 
Figure 1. From left to right: gripper I with its axis configuration and degrees of freedom 114 
(DOF), gripper range specifications, and the location of accelerometers A, B and C. 115 
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Each finger gripper has a biaxial accelerometer, X and Y, attached to its rear side (Figure 1). 116 
ADXL278 accelerometers have a measurement range of +/- 50g and provide six analog 117 
signals, Ax, Ay, Bx, By, Cx, and Cy. They can also measure both dynamic acceleration 118 
(vibration) and static acceleration (gravity). These signals and digital electro-valve activation 119 
are collected by means of an A/D data acquisition unit USB NI-6210 module that sends the 120 
information to the computer. One purpose-built software application developed in LabVIEW 121 
was used to record decelerations and another one processed and analyzed them.  122 
2.1. Gripper grasping phases 123 
Accelerometer signals can be used to recognize the duration of the grasping action performed 124 
by the gripper. Figure 2 shows the accelerometer gripper response of finger B in direction X 125 
when gripper I grasps a wooden cylinder. The same figure illustrates three different phases of 126 
the decelerations, which occur in less than 0.2 seconds. 127 
 128 
Figure 2. Finger B deceleration in direction X when gripper I grasps a wooden cylinder.  129 
• Phase 1 or approximation phase. The gripper finger starts its movement and continues until 130 
it establishes contact. In Figure 2 this phase is approximately a sinusoidal underdamping 131 
acceleration signal. Flow meters control the speed of the pneumatic cylinder, and for this 132 
reason the acceleration fluctuates until the cylinder achieves the nominal speed. 133 
• Phase 2. All the product finger impacts are collected until the final approaching and pushing 134 
motion, where there is no relative movement between product and gripper. During this phase 135 
the force between product and finger is smaller than when there is no relative motion. If the 136 
robot moves at high speed during this phase, the product could fall over or may be moved 137 
outside the tool center point of the gripper. 138 
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• Phase 3. Dynamic forces until a static equilibrium is found while product and gripper finger 139 
move together with an underdamping movement. The product is grasped with higher and 140 
more constant forces. The robot can move the gripper and product at a higher speed than 141 
during phase 2. 142 
2.2. Gripper’s finger position and force 143 
The decelerations of the first phase of grasping can be used to track the position of the gripper 144 
fingers and to estimate the force of the gripper. The decelerations during the approximation 145 
phase, from the moment the gripper fingers start to move until the nominal speed is reached, 146 
will be more powerful if the pneumatic pressure in the actuator increases. During this phase 147 
the first and second acceleration peaks (Figure 3) are higher if the pneumatic pressure 148 
increases. The difference between the first and the second deceleration positive peak increases 149 
when the pneumatic pressure of the actuator varies from 1.5 to 4 bars. With an analysis of 150 
four samples in steps of 0.25 bars, the linear correlation between pneumatic pressure and the 151 
difference in the deceleration peaks has a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.98. The gripper 152 
finger speed is adjusted through flow meters at the entrance of both pneumatic cylinder 153 
chambers. For this case, the gripper fingers reach a stable and approximately constant speed 154 
in 0.03 seconds (Figure 3) with a pneumatic pressure of 3 MPa; during this time the finger 155 
moves 8 mm. 156 
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 157 
Figure 3. Analysis of the first phase of grasping. From top to bottom: gripper deceleration, 158 
speed and displacement for finger B while gripper I grasps a wooden cylinder. 159 
2.3. Hardness estimation with accelerometers 160 
The experiment was performed using gripper I and grasping five cylinders with a diameter of 161 
50 mm from a fixed cradle, the process being repeated 40 times. The cylinders are covered 162 
with rubber with hardnesses of 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 Shore A, and weights of 416, 435, 435, 163 
447 and 457 g respectively. 164 
Accelerometer signals are processed to obtain different parameters, which are then used to 165 
estimate the hardness of the cylinders grasped by gripper I. These parameters are extracted 166 
according to different methods.  167 
a) Parameters extracted from the analysis of the signal during the time in which the 168 
fingers start to be in contact with the product until the product and gripper move 169 
together (Equations 1-4).  170 
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = ∫ (𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴2 + 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴2)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ;𝑡𝑡1𝑡𝑡0  (1)  171 
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = � (𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴2 + 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴2)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ;
𝑡𝑡1
𝑡𝑡0
 (2) 172 
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𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = � (𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴2 + 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴2)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ;
𝑡𝑡1
𝑡𝑡0
 (3) 173 
𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 + 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 + 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉; (4) 174 
 175 
Figure 4. The evolution of Vtot, VA, VB and VC (Equation 4) when gripper I grasps cylinders 176 
with different hardnesses. Error bars denote the standard deviation over 40 samples. 177 
The results in Figure 4 show an increase in Vtot, VB and VC for harder cylinders but 178 
not always for VA. If the speed of the fingers, before starting to be in contact with the 179 
cylinders, is approximately similar, then the hardness estimation with this method 180 
should be good regardless of the diameter of the cylinders grasped. With the 181 
adjustment of gripper I that was used, an approximately constant speed of the fingers 182 
is achieved if finger B moves 8 mm or more (Figure3). 183 
b) The maximum decelerations achieved during the impact between finger and cylinder. 184 
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 185 
Figure 5. Maximum deceleration after the initial finger contact against the product for 186 
signals Bx, Cx and A versus different cylinders with distinct hardnesses. Error bars denote the 187 
standard deviation over 40 samples. 188 
From the results in Figure 5, maximum deceleration signals for B and C are always 189 
bigger for harder products, while the signals for A are not always higher for harder 190 
products. 191 
c) If the products that are grasped are hard, then the fingers of the gripper undergo a 192 
more violent deceleration than in the case of softer products. This is the severity of the 193 
decelerations after the initial impact, and can be extracted as the line slope of the first 194 
deceleration peak produced after the first contact between the finger and the cylinder 195 
(Figure 3). 196 
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 197 
Figure 6. Line slopes of the first deceleration peak for Bx, Cx and A versus different cylinders 198 
with distinct hardnesses. Error bars denote the standard deviation over 40 samples. 199 
In Figure 6 the line slopes for signals Bx and Cx are always capable of distinguishing between 200 
the different hardnesses, but this is not true for signal A. The results in Figures 4 to 6 were 201 
obtained when products are grasped from a fixed cradle and the relative position between 202 
gripper and cylinders is the same. The responses of these methods are different if the relative 203 
position between gripper and product varies. Figure 7 analyzes the Vtot parameter (Equation 204 
4) versus the variation in product hardness when the relative position between the gripper and 205 
the cylinder change in direction X (Figure 1). With a fixed position between the gripper and 206 
the cylinder it is always possible to distinguish its hardness, but the results are different if the 207 
same product is grasped in different positions. This also happens if the cylinders are rotated 208 
around the Z axis. 209 
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 210 
Figure7. Vtot recorded by accelerometers (Equation 4) while cylinders, with different 211 
hardnesses, are displaced in direction X. Error bars denote the standard deviation over 40 212 
samples. 213 
3. Embedded accelerometers in parallel grippers 214 
The firmness of fruits and vegetables is related to their ripeness. Firmness is evaluated in 215 
horticulture by means of destructive methods like the Magness Taylor penetrometer. The 216 
industry has an interest in and an opportunity to develop robot grippers capable of handling 217 
and sorting fruits and vegetables by their firmness, without the need for destructive tests. 218 
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Estimation of the hardness by gripper I is clearly affected by the relative position of the 219 
product gripper and its use is restricted to products with cylindrical shapes. Gripper II (Figure 220 
8, [35]) was developed for grasping eggplants and assessing their firmness regardless of the 221 
relative position between eggplant and gripper. The motion of the gripper fingers is 222 
underactuated, and they can rotate around a vertical axis and also around the pneumatic 223 
cylinder rod. The rotations improve the adaptation of the gripper fingers to grasp products 224 
with different shapes, like eggplants. One pneumatic cylinder moves finger A and the other 225 
pneumatic cylinder moves fingers B and C and a suction cup.  226 
 227 
Figure 8. From left to right: gripper II, its axis configuration and degrees of freedom (DOF), 228 
location of accelerometers A, B and C. 229 
The gripper grasps eggplants located on the conveyor belt. The gripper fingers rotate around 230 
their vertical axis until they are parallel to the surface of the eggplants. The robot moves the 231 
gripper up with the eggplant, activates the suction cup to maintain the eggplant attached to 232 
fingers B and C, and starts a loop that quickly opens and closes the gripper fingers five times. 233 
The gripper analyzes the decelerations of its fingers during the open/close loop when the 234 
product is not in contact with the conveyor and the surfaces of the eggplant and the fingers 235 
remain parallel to each other. This process reduces the noise in the deceleration signals 236 
because there are no interferences from the friction forces between the conveyor belt and the 237 
eggplant. The tactile sensing response is related to the area where the fingers are in contact 238 
with the eggplant and it is not influenced by the relative orientation between the gripper and 239 
the eggplant. To estimate the firmness of the eggplant, more time is needed than with the 240 
previous gripper. Eggplants received one impact when grasped from the conveyor belt and 241 
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five more to assess their firmness. Despite the number of impacts, no damage was found in 242 
the eggplants. 243 
With a forward stepwise multiple regression model (Figure 9) to estimate the slope of the line 244 
of the deformation force in the compression test and all the parameters extracted from the 245 
three accelerometers of the gripper, the model achieves an adjusted R2=72.45. In this case the 246 
model was developed with 30 eggplants. 247 
 248 
Figure 9. Firmness predicted by a multiple regression model of all the parameters obtained 249 
from the accelerometers of gripper II and the observed values from the destructive test of the 250 
eggplants. 251 
This gripper is capable of grasping eggplants gently and assessing their firmness if the 252 
eggplants remain attached to fingers B and C by means of the suction cup. Assessment of the 253 
firmness of the eggplant can be estimated several times during the cycle loop. The shapes of 254 
the fingers are rigid and cannot always ensure a wide contact surface. Compared to gripper I, 255 
gripper II needs more time to assess the firmness of eggplants, but the process could be 256 
optimized if the eggplants were hit while the robot motion goes from pick to place.  257 
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3.1. Gripper improvement using jamming-based adaptation to product 258 
surface 259 
Gripper III (Figure 10 [17]), which was built with a new finger A that is covered with a latex 260 
membrane filled with granular material, was constructed as an improvement on gripper II. 261 
The jamming transition of the granular material offers the possibility of changing the surface 262 
of finger A from fluid-like to solid-like. This shift is controlled by valve 3 (Figure 11), which 263 
controls the pneumatic pressure from positive to vacuum. Before eggplants are grasped, a 264 
positive pressure is exerted for 0.03 seconds inside the membrane of finger A, thereby 265 
ensuring a soft surface. This soft state is used during the grasping action and during the first 266 
impact of the open/close loop. The fluid-like state is soft enough to copy the shapes of the 267 
eggplants and to ensure a gentle grasp. A solid-like state is achieved when there is a vacuum 268 
inside the membrane of finger A, thus ensuring a hard parallel surface between eggplants and 269 
the membrane of finger A. This state is maintained during the cycle loop for sensing the 270 
firmness of eggplants. 271 
 272 
Figure 10. Gripper III with the new design of finger A. 273 
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 274 
Figure 11. A diagram of the devices for controlling gripper III. Electrical connections are 275 
shown in black, positive air pressure in blue, and vacuum in red. 276 
With gripper III it becomes possible to ensure a larger, more rigid contact area between 277 
eggplants and finger A. If the membrane of finger A adapts to the lower side of the eggplants, 278 
then the forces needed to lift the eggplants can be reduced. As happened with the previous 279 
gripper, fingers B and C adapt to the eggplant because they rotate freely around their vertical 280 
axis. With the same procedure as in the case of gripper II, gripper III can estimate the 281 
firmness of the eggplants with an R2=76.00 (Figure 12). The prediction model that can be 282 
obtained with only the parameters extracted from the accelerometer on finger A is R2=64.50, 283 
from finger B it is R2=24.07, and from finger C it is R2=33.58. In this case the model was 284 
developed with 234 eggplants. 285 
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 286 
Figure 12. Firmness predicted with a multiple regression model of all the parameters 287 
obtained from the accelerometers of gripper III and the values observed from the destructive 288 
testing of the eggplants. 289 
3.2. Gripper enhancement for firmness estimation and mango fruit test 290 
Gripper III was tested with mangoes but some difficulties were encountered in the adaptation 291 
of fingers B and C because mango fruits have different shapes from eggplants ([36]). Gripper 292 
IV (Figure 13 [16]) was designed and manufactured for handling mangoes, and it estimates 293 
their firmness. The fingers of gripper III have parallel movements without any rotation around 294 
the pneumatic cylinder rod. The motion of the fingers is linked mechanically and hence the 295 
products are self-centering at the same relative gripper/product position. The configuration of 296 
gripper IV is similar to that of gripper III with three fingers. In gripper IV, fingers B and C are 297 
connected by ball joints and can rotate freely around their three rotations. The pad of finger A 298 
has the same membrane as the previous gripper.  299 
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 300 
Figure 13. Gripper IV. On the left, the original CAD model with its linked bars mechanism 301 
and the underactuated degrees of freedom of the gripper fingers. On the right, the final model 302 
used during the experimental test.  303 
In the first test of gripper IV, with the original setup (Figure 13, left), all the fingers are 304 
moved by the same pneumatic cylinder. With this configuration some difficulties are 305 
encountered when it comes to handling and sensing the firmness of mangoes. The pneumatic 306 
cylinder moves finger A directly, and a mechanism of linked bars transmits the motion to 307 
fingers B and C. Due to the kinematics of this mechanism, the deceleration signals are 308 
influenced by the dynamics of the articulated bars. In this case the decelerations of the fingers 309 
have noise from the gripper mechanism, which not only collects information about the 310 
impacts between fingers and mangoes, and hence it is more difficult to distinguish when 311 
mangoes are more or less firm. In order to mitigate those noises, fingers B and C are fixed and 312 
only finger A moves (Figure 13, right). This mechanical configuration reduces the noise. In 313 
the original design, with two suction cups, sometimes one of them does not adjust to the shape 314 
of the mangoes, thus producing vacuum leakage. The best results are obtained with only one 315 
suction cup that helps to lift the mangoes a little bit while keeping them in contact with 316 
fingers B and C.  317 
Figure 14 shows the deceleration of the fingers of gripper IV while the fingers hit one mango. 318 
In this example the deceleration of finger A had two peaks due to rebounds during the impact. 319 
The second deceleration peak could sometimes be higher than the first one, such as the case in 320 
Figure 14. In those cases the severity of the deceleration after the first contact varies if the 321 
position of the highest peak varies. In order to improve this situation the signals are smoothed 322 
(Figure 15) until a signal with a single peak is obtained. With the smoothed signals it was 323 
possible to achieve a single peak for estimating the slopes of the line of the first deceleration 324 
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peak (Figure 16) as the slope of the line between the maximum value and the value 80 325 
samples earlier. Deceleration signals are sampled at 30 KHz. 326 
 327 
Figure 14. The decelerations of phase 2 of gripper IV during a mango gripping action. 328 
 329 
Figure 15. Smoothed decelerations of phase 2 of gripper IV during a mango gripping action. 330 
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 331 
Figure 16. Line slopes of the decelerations of gripper IV after the first contact with a mango. 332 
With the use of accelerometers it is difficult to define, with a robust algorithm, the exact point 333 
of the first finger/mango contact. Due to this difficulty, the algorithm could add some errors 334 
during the calculation of the line slope. The derivative function of the decelerations (Figure 335 
17) represents the fluctuations in the line slopes. In these signals it is easy to compute the 336 
maximum values of the slopes of the lines, and the area is an estimation of the average of the 337 
slopes. 338 
 339 
Figure 17. The derivative function of the decelerations during the first finger/mango contact. 340 
In this trial the width of the mangoes ranges from 73 to 92 mm and the length from 113 to 341 
141 mm. Following the same method as for the other grippers, the multiple regression model 342 
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achieves an adjusted R2=87.18. In this case the prediction model (Figure 18) that can be 343 
obtained with the use of the parameters extracted from the accelerometer of finger A is 344 
R2=78.63, finger B: R2=79.99, and finger C: R2=52.23. In this case the model was developed 345 
with 140 mangoes. 346 
 347 
Figure 18. Firmness predicted with a multiple regression model of all the parameters 348 
obtained from the accelerometers of gripper IV and the values observed from the destructive 349 
test of the mangoes.  350 
The results of the firmness estimation are fairly good for fingers A and B. The concave 351 
semispherical shape of those fingers adapts well to the mangoes. Even when fingers B and C 352 
do not move, the results are still good. 353 
4. Results and discussion 354 
This article shows and compares the design of four grippers developed for grasping and 355 
sensing the firmness or hardness of products dynamically by means of accelerometers 356 
attached to their fingers. The fingers of the grippers studied have both parallel and angular 357 
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motion. With a parallel gripper motion it is possible to ensure the same grasp force regardless 358 
of the size of the products.  359 
The motion of the fingers of gripper I is angular and it is capable of grasping cylinders from 360 
30 to 60 mm in diameter. The gripper can grasp conical shapes because its finger A can rotate 361 
freely around its underactuated DOF, and it is capable of estimating the hardness of cylinders 362 
while gripping them. With this gripper the major issue for estimating the hardness of 363 
cylinders with accelerometers is the response variability when the relative position between 364 
gripper and product changes. The finger decelerations are influenced by the friction forces 365 
between the cylinders and conveyor belt or cradle and by the inertial effects when the product 366 
is grasped in different positions. In grippers developed at a later stage, this issue is solved by a 367 
new robot gripper process and the incorporation of a suction cup that keeps the product in 368 
contact with the fingers. Products are grasped from the conveyor belt but estimation of the 369 
firmness is carried out by hitting the products in the air while a suction cup holds the product 370 
in contact with some of the gripper fingers. 371 
The motion of the fingers of gripper II is parallel, each finger having one extra underactuated 372 
DOF, and it was designed for grasping eggplants. The estimation of the firmness of eggplants 373 
achieves an R2 of 72.45. With this gripper the relative position between eggplants and the 374 
gripper tool center point could be displaced during the robot movements. This is because the 375 
product can rotate around the pneumatic cylinder rods and the motion of the fingers is not 376 
mechanically linked. With the robot gripper process it is possible to estimate the firmness of 377 
products several times during a pick-and-place process, each estimation of firmness taking 378 
0.25 seconds to perform. 379 
Gripper III is an improvement on gripper II. For example, it adapts better to eggplants because 380 
finger A has jamming fluid inside it, and the tactile sensing for estimating eggplant firmness 381 
is improved, R2=76.00. Finger A, with its jamming transition, needs time to ensure an 382 
adequate adaptation to the eggplants and to change from fluid-like to solid-like states. 383 
Firmness estimation is affected by the residual shearing forces between the membrane of 384 
finger A and eggplants. During the time that finger A adapts to the shapes of the eggplants, 385 
the membrane deflates while it is in contact with the eggplant and some residual shearing 386 
forces are maintained between the membrane and the eggplants. This affects the estimation of 387 
the firmness during the first open/close cycle process.  388 
The finger motion of gripper IV is parallel and it is capable of grasping and sensing the 389 
firmness of mangoes. Gripper IV achieves a better estimation of firmness than grippers II and 390 
III: R2=87.18. The most significant differences between the two designs are: (i) gripper IV 391 
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uses only one actuator, which does not move the product; (ii) the mechanical design of 392 
gripper IV is simpler than the others; and (iii) fingers B and C adapt better to the products 393 
because they are more underactuated, with three underactuated DOFs instead of one. In 394 
gripper IV, the estimation of the firmness of fingers A or B is similar, which means that finger 395 
A could be simplified using the same mechanical joint as finger B without affecting the 396 
results. Finger B is fixed to the gripper chassis and achieves similar results to finger A, which 397 
is linked to the rod of the pneumatic cylinder. Assessment of the firmness of mangoes can be 398 
performed in a gripper with a finger that is not linked to the pneumatic actuator. 399 
The kinematics of grippers II, III and IV always maintain the relation of the forces between 400 
the piston and the fingers constant. With the designs of grippers II, III and IV, if during the 401 
open period finger A does not achieve the maximum open position then, during the close 402 
period, finger A will have the same speed and this speed is regardless of the size and the 403 
shape of the product. 404 
The method developed to assess the firmness of eggplants and mangoes with accelerometers 405 
in robot grippers requires the use of suction cups and hence is limited to products capable of 406 
being handled with such cups. 407 
5. Conclusions 408 
The configuration of the degrees of freedom of the gripper fingers and their shapes is critical 409 
to ensure suitable manipulation of irregular products like eggplants or mangoes. The best 410 
results are obtained when the fingers increase their degrees of freedom. 411 
With an adequate pneumatic gripper and accelerometers attached to its fingers it becomes 412 
possible to assess the firmness of eggplants and mangoes or the hardness of the cylinders, to 413 
analyze the grasping process in detail, to monitor the position of the fingers, and to estimate 414 
the pneumatic pressure. 415 
The tactile sensing capabilities of accelerometers are influenced by interferences and noise 416 
produced during the grasping process. These interferences and noise disturb the tactile sensing 417 
responses of the accelerometer. The most significant sources of noise are from the friction 418 
forces that arise between the product and conveyor or cradle and the mechanical configuration 419 
of the gripper. The robot gripper operation and the configuration of the mechanical gripper 420 
should be designed to reduce the potential disturbances of the decelerations. Different finger 421 
configurations have been tested to adapt the fingers to the surfaces of irregular products. The 422 
jamming transition of a granular fluid located on the pad of the fingers, and fingers with three 423 
free rotations yield the best performance for adapting the gripper fingers to irregular shapes. 424 
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Better performance of the inertial sensor is achieved when the gripper fingers increase their 425 
adaptability to the shapes of the products grasped and better estimation of the hardness is 426 
achieved when the mechanical configuration of the gripper is simpler. 427 
The software for processing the signals needs to be adjusted to each gripper configuration and 428 
the results exert an influence if the gripper adjustments change, because the decelerations of 429 
the gripper fingers will be affected.  430 
Accelerometers as tactile sensors for robot grippers have a fast time response, a low cost, and 431 
are easy to integrate into industrial robot grippers by embedding accelerometers inside gripper 432 
fingers. Accelerometers can be used with different gripper forces, gripper finger speeds, and 433 
product properties because they are not in direct contact with the product and are therefore 434 
free of the risk of suffering from wear and tear. 435 
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